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Research about ecosystem services (ES) often aims to generate
knowledge that influences policies and institutions for conservation and human development. However, we have limited understanding of how decision-makers use ES knowledge or what
factors facilitate use. Here we address this gap and report on, to
our knowledge, the first quantitative analysis of the factors and
conditions that explain the policy impact of ES knowledge. We
analyze a global sample of cases where similar ES knowledge was
generated and applied to decision-making. We first test whether
attributes of ES knowledge themselves predict different measures
of impact on decisions. We find that legitimacy of knowledge is
more often associated with impact than either the credibility or
salience of the knowledge. We also examine whether predictor
variables related to the science-to-policy process and the contextual conditions of a case are significant in predicting impact. Our
findings indicate that, although many factors are important,
attributes of the knowledge and aspects of the science-to-policy
process that enhance legitimacy best explain the impact of ES
science on decision-making. Our results are consistent with both
theory and previous qualitative assessments in suggesting that the
attributes and perceptions of scientific knowledge and process
within which knowledge is coproduced are important determinants
of whether that knowledge leads to action.
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T

he ongoing loss of biological diversity and persistence of
poverty have sparked interest in policies that protect, restore,
and enhance ecosystem services (ES). In response, there has
been a growth in ES research that aims to inform policies, incentives, and institutions on a large scale (1–3). Despite this goal,
scientific knowledge about ES continues to have limited impact
on policy and decisions (1, 4–7).
The fact that most land- and resource-use policy decisions still
do not take ES into account stems in part from an ineffective
interface between ES science and policy, a need for scientists to
better understand decision-making processes, and challenges in
clarifying conflicting stakeholder values (8–11). In some cases,
the science–policy interface is an important aspect of decisionmaking, but often the ES research and policy communities are
disconnected from one another, with limited interactions, infrequent exchanges of information, and different objectives that hinder
coordinated science and policy processes (12). Many scientists
conduct ES research without fully considering how the knowledge
they are producing might be used (5). If we want ES information
to be incorporated into decisions, then we need to understand
how and why decision-makers use certain kinds of information.
We define “information” as a tangible, factual output of scientific
research produced through specific ES analyses; “knowledge” as
a body of information learned and conveyed through scientific
and policy processes; and “knowledge systems” as knowledge
itself, as well as the individuals, groups (including boundary organizations), and processes involved in producing, distributing,
and using knowledge.
Much of the evidence for how and why ES knowledge influences policy decisions is anecdotal. A few recent studies have focused on this issue with qualitative, in-depth case studies (13–15).
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To more generally understand this issue, however, we also need
quantitative, empirical research into how and why ES knowledge
has an impact on decisions (5, 7, 13, 14). This topic is an
understudied area of research, not least because empirical data on
impacts from replicate cases are difficult to compile.
Here we report on a quantitative approach to understanding
the factors and conditions that affect the impact of ES knowledge
on decision-making. More carefully examining the relationships
between impacts and enabling conditions helps us better understand why an ES approach may generate impacts on decisions and
why it may not.
Scientific understanding of the factors that explain impact will
benefit those who produce ES knowledge (i.e., by illuminating
effective strategies for enhancing knowledge use) as well as decision-makers (i.e., by increasing the likelihood that they will
receive useful ES knowledge). Cash et al. (16) identify salience,
credibility, and legitimacy of knowledge as important enabling conditions for linking sustainability knowledge to action. “Salience” refers to the relevance of scientific knowledge to the needs of decisionmakers; “credibility” comes from scientific and technical arguments
being trustworthy and expert-based; and “legitimacy” refers to
knowledge that is produced in an unbiased way and that fairly
considers stakeholders’ different points of view. Their framework
has inspired researchers to investigate these three attributes and
how they affect decision-makers using knowledge (17–21).
Others focus on process rather than content of environmental
management and policy (22–25). They describe the importance
of joint fact-finding and iterative engagement among scientists
and policymakers. These processes can affect the attributes of
the knowledge—for example, a process of meaningful consultation and coproduction with all relevant stakeholders is necessary
to create knowledge that is perceived as legitimate.
Significance
Our study introduces a conceptual framework and empirical
approach to explore how knowledge impacts decision-making.
We illustrate this approach with knowledge about ecosystem
services (ES), but the approach itself can be applied broadly.
Our results indicate that the legitimacy of knowledge (i.e.,
perceived as unbiased and representative of multiple points of
view) is of paramount importance for impact. More surprisingly,
we found that credibility of knowledge is not a significant predictor of impact. To enhance legitimacy, ES researchers must
engage meaningfully with decision-makers and stakeholders in
processes of knowledge coproduction that incorporate diverse
perspectives transparently. Our results indicate how research
can be designed and carried out to maximize the potential impact on real-world decisions.
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Table 1. Enabling conditions that facilitate the success of ES projects, as suggested by qualitative reviews of projects

Clear science about ES,
interactions between services,
and how proposed actions
may affect services
A clear policy question; A clear
presentation of methods,
assumptions, and limitations
Policy question; Pertinent data;
Integration of local and
traditional knowledge

Process

Contextual conditions

Reference

A confined system with clearly
identified stewards, perpetrators
of negative impacts, and service
beneficiaries
Strong stakeholder engagement;
Effective communications and
access to decision-makers
Meaningful participation and
engagement with diverse groups;
Joint knowledge production; Iterative
process; Scenario development

Good governance in terms of clearly defined
ownership or tenure, a legal system, capacity
to enforce laws and monitor impacts, and a
functioning infrastructure to support projects
Good governance; Local demand for valuation;
Economic dependence on resources; High levels
of threats to coastal resources
Capacity to measure ES; Established planning
process; Policy window

25

However, another branch of research has focused more on
contextual conditions about the institutions, governance, and
culture of places where environmental policy is successful. Haas
et al. (26) and Wunder et al. (27) note institutional capacity to
monitor environmental conditions and enforce rules as critical to
effective science-based policies.
We organize these theoretical perspectives into three categories
of enabling conditions for ES knowledge to lead to action (Table
1). The first category contains variables related to attributes of the
scientific knowledge produced. These variables describe the relationships that people have with the ES knowledge. The second
category includes variables that focus on characteristics of the
process through which science informs decisions and policy. The
third category contains variables that reflect contextual conditions
of the project or place in which it is located. These categories are
interrelated—for example, the scientific process helps to determine how the resulting knowledge is perceived. This association
is particularly true in our study for legitimacy—an attribute of
knowledge that depends strongly on the process of knowledge
production.
Drawing from these theoretical frameworks about linking
knowledge with action, we test quantitatively which enabling conditions can explain the impact of ES science across a global sample
of 15 cases. We focus primarily on the attributes of the knowledge
produced, but also consider aspects of the science-to-policy process
and contextual conditions. In so doing, we address the question,
“What explains the impact of ES knowledge on decisions?” We
hypothesize the following:
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13, 24, and 28

policy communities (32). We received survey responses from 15 cases (Table
S1). The survey collected self-reported, ordinal scale data on the variables that
we identified in the literature and from practitioner experiences as important
elements of an effective science policy interface (Table S2). This survey is not
an exhaustive list of all potential enabling conditions, but includes variables
that multiple sources identify as significant. Specific survey questions are included in SI Text. The survey was reviewed and approved by the University of
Vermont Research Protections Office. We followed ethical principles for survey
procedures, informed respondents that their participation was voluntary, and
ensured participant anonymity.
To measure the outcome variable of impact, we used expert review and
the evaluative framework for impact described by Ruckelshaus et al. (28).
We modified the framework to include five pathways through which impact is achieved in ES projects (Fig. 1). We added pathway 3 to reflect insights into the impact of ES knowledge: coproduction of knowledge
(pathway 1), conceptual use (pathway 2), strategic use (pathway 3), instrumental use (pathway 4), and outcomes for human well-being, biodiversity, and ecosystems (pathway 5) (13).
Three reviewers used a rubric with a five-point scale based on this evaluative framework to provide initial impact scores for each case. The reviewers
(one of whom is a coauthor) provided scores by analyzing a qualitative review
of impacts from Ruckelshaus et al. (28), written documentation of the cases
(including project reports, management plans, or case study summaries), and
online resources pertaining to the cases (such as project websites or presentations to decision-makers). Through a Delphi process, the reviewers then
gathered and discussed results before independently revising their scores.
We averaged the three reviewer scores to obtain, for each case, an estimate
of impact 3 (build support), impact 4a (generate action: proposed plans and

• H1: Higher levels of salience, credibility, and legitimacy of ES
knowledge are associated with higher measures of impact; and
• H2: Attributes of the knowledge produced are more significant in explaining impact than aspects of the science to policy
process or contextual conditions.
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Methods
To examine whether certain factors and conditions predict impact, we sought
a sample of cases in which similar scientific tools and approaches were used,
but different levels of impact were achieved. We used a global sample of case
studies from the Natural Capital Project, in which a standardized scientific
tool, InVEST (Integrated Valuation of Environmental Services and Trade-offs),
was applied to decisions with the aim of improving conservation, human
development, and environmental planning outcomes (Table S1). The Natural
Capital Project was formed in 2006 by the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), the
Nature Conservancy, Stanford University, and the University of Minnesota,
under the premise that information on biodiversity and ES can be used to
inform decisions that improve human well-being and the condition of
ecosystems (28). InVEST is a suite of software models that can be used to
map, quantify, and value ES (29–31).
To measure the predictor variables such as salience, credibility, and legitimacy, we sent an electronic survey to decision-makers and boundary organization contacts in 25 of the demonstration sites presented in ref. 28. Boundary
organizations were nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) that aimed to
create more effective policymaking by spanning/bridging the science and
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Fig. 1. Evaluative framework for how ES knowledge leads to impact. Each
column represents a pathway to impacting decisions, with deeper impact
going down each pathway and from left to right between pathways. Impacts 2, 3, 4a, and 4b were the basis for our measurement of impact in each
of the cases. Impact 3 refers to how ES knowledge can be used to build
support for considering ES in decisions.
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Table 2. Questions to assess impact (the response variable) according to the evaluative framework
Impact pathway

Measured with

2: Change perspectives

Survey

3: Build support

Expert scoring

4a: Generate action

Expert scoring

4b: Generate action

Expert scoring

Questions for survey respondents (for impact 2)
or expert reviewers (for impact 3, 4a, and 4b)
What proportion of stakeholders was aware of and understood ES before
the ES project? After the project?*
How much were the science and InVEST results used to build support among
stakeholders for considering ES?
Did the ES knowledge help develop a common language among stakeholders,
articulate different positions, or mediate differences?
How much did draft plans or policies emerge that consider ES?
Did proposed plans or policies consider ES?
Did a plan, policy, or finance mechanism to enhance, conserve, or restore ES
become established?
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*In the survey, we primed respondents to think about how much stakeholders were focused on and paying attention to ES, and defined
“stakeholders” as “people or groups with an interest or concern in policy decisions that affect ES (for example, individual landowners,
conservation NGOs, private businesses).”

policies based on ES), and impact 4b (generate action: new policy or finance
mechanisms for ES established). Similar methods have been described by
Sutherland (33) and used by Sutherland et al. (34) and Kenward et al. (35) to
evaluate the impact of science and governance strategies.
A fourth measure of impact included in our analysis, impact 2 (awareness
and understanding of ES), was based on the survey rather than the expert
scores (Table 2). We omitted columns 1 and 5 of the evaluative framework
from this study because all cases involved coproducing and publishing research results, and it is difficult to show whether biodiversity, wellbeing, or
ES outcomes were enhanced over the timescale of these projects (Fig. 1).
Given the post facto nature of this research, the design of the study is limited by the inability to use rigorous impact evaluation methods, such as
comparing before–after change with counterfactual cases that did not undergo ES projects (36–38).
Interrater reliability analysis was used to compare among the three expert
reviewers who measured impact in the cases. We calculated a Krippendorff’s
alpha to measure agreement for ordinal data among three reviewers. From
our sample, α = −0.0544 for impact 3, α = 0.655 for impact 4a, and α = 0.619
for impact 4b. For conclusions based on the impact data, we took α ≥ 0.6 as
acceptable for this study (39). The low level of agreement among reviewers
for impact 3 indicates that only tentative conclusions should be drawn from
these data.
We dealt with positive survey response bias by comparing cases to each
other. So long as we can assume the positive response biases in our survey
responses are equivalent across cases, then comparative analyses such as
regressions remain informative. We dealt with bias in who responded to the
survey by targeting specific decision-makers or representatives of boundary
organizations who were involved in the ES projects (Table S1).
We treated the 15 cases as independent data points in the analysis, each
with four outcome variables (i.e., measures of impact; Table 2) and 16 predictor variables (i.e., enabling conditions; Table S2). To test H1, we used the
5-point scale to group cases into broader categories (low, medium, and high)
for salience, credibility, and legitimacy. For example, the lowest two levels of
credibility of ES knowledge were labeled as “low,” the middle two levels
were labeled “medium,” and the highest level assigned to the cases by
survey respondents was labeled “high.” We then used analysis of variance
(ANOVA) to test whether higher levels of salience, credibility, and legitimacy
were associated with higher impact for all four impact measures (ANOVA
type III test for the unequal number of cases in each of the groups). We used
Tukey–Kramer tests in a post hoc analysis to confirm the ANOVA results and
test whether means in each category were significantly different from
each other.
To test H2 about which enabling conditions could best explain impact, we
used an information theoretic approach (35). We first reduced the dataset by
using principal components analysis (PCA) on predictor variables with a
Spearman rank correlation coefficient ≥ 0.80 (Fig. S1) (40). Using the first
principal component for groups of highly correlated variables allowed us to
focus on 12 predictor variables. We used the R package MuMIn to conduct
multimodel inference (41). We tested all possible linear models with these 12
variables, for each of the four measures of impact. To determine which
predictors best explain variability in impact, we ranked the top models by
AICc values and calculated model average coefficients with 95% confidence
intervals for each of the predictors. Model average coefficients represent the
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average coefficient for each predictor variable across all models, weighted
for goodness of fit of the models (42).

Results
For almost all impact measures, we found that impact tends to
increase with higher levels of salience, credibility, and legitimacy
(Fig. 2). These results support our first hypothesis. With legitimacy, the effect is significant for all four measures of impact;
with salience and with credibility, the ANOVA results are not
significant (Fig. 2 and Table 3).
We also find partial support for our second hypothesis: Certain attributes of the ES knowledge explain impact better than
process or contextual conditions (Fig. 3). Again, legitimacy emerges
as a strong predictor of impact; averaging coefficients across all
possible models, we find that legitimacy of the ES knowledge is
more strongly related to impact than any other included variable.
For all measures of impact, the top models include legitimacy as the
strongest variable for explaining impact (Table S3). Other variables
included in best models [ranked by lowest Akaike’s information
criterion corrected for small sample size (AICc) value] are the
number of interactions between scientists and decision-makers, the
institutional capacities in the cases, and the degree to which local
knowledge was incorporated into decisions.
Discussion
We develop a quantitative approach to examine the conditions
under which scientific knowledge about ES most influences
policies and decisions. Using four measures of impact in a global
sample of ES cases, we find that legitimacy of scientific knowledge explains impact more than any of the other predictor variables we tested. Interestingly, higher levels of credibility are not
associated with higher levels of impact, however measured. Credibility, or the trustworthiness and expert base of the scientific arguments, is the factor that scientists are most responsible for,
whereas salience and legitimacy are established by both scientists
and decision-makers through complex science–policy processes
(19). The scientific adequacy of ES knowledge is undoubtedly
important, perhaps as a necessary precondition to policy processes,
but this study finds that it is not significantly associated with higher
levels of impact.
The finding that legitimacy appears to matter more than credibility
puts great responsibility on researchers to engage with stakeholders
directly or in collaboration with decision-makers. Appropriate process
is key for producing knowledge that is seen as legitimate, as well as
for building trust, enhancing communication, and ensuring salience
(24, 43–45). Transparently incorporating key diverse perspectives
surrounding an issue can build trust and improve decision-makers’
acceptance of knowledge as legitimate (46). Researchers need to pay
attention to elements of the science–policy process that enhance
Posner et al.
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legitimacy, and research institutions need to put in place the incentives
and time required for researchers to do this (47). In fact, because the
process of knowledge generation is so important to its perception as
legitimate, we measured legitimacy with a question about the process
(SI Text). To maintain a conceptual distinction between knowledge
and process, we define our process variables in more logistical terms,
such as number of meetings, length of project, etc. (Table S2). Given
this, our findings suggest that aspects of the science–policy process
are also important for impact in so far as they create perceptions
of knowledge as legitimate.
We also find that as a knowledge system evolves, different factors are important for different pathways of impact (Fig. 3). Evidence from practitioners in the field and qualitative studies claim
that salience, credibility, and legitimacy are important to generate
policy action, even while they recognize tradeoffs may be necessary
among these attributes (16–18, 20). Our results indicate that
these attributes are not equally important for each stage of impact
we considered.
Salience emerges as important at early stages of the policy
process, in shaping people’s ideas and discussions about ES (Fig. 2).
Knowledge perceived to be salient—relevant to the needs of
decision-makers—is more likely to increase awareness. Greater
perceived legitimacy of ES knowledge is significantly associated
with greater impact for three measures of impact, including
changing awareness, building support, and drafting plans and
policies that consider ES (Fig. 2). This result reinforces the idea
that it is important for decision-makers to view ES knowledge as
unbiased and based on a fair consideration of different stakeholder values at all stages of decision-making.
Regular interactions between scientists and decision-makers
are important for building support. Building support is a political
process of aligning shared interests behind particular positions,
and interactions among decision-makers and stakeholders also
take place at many of those same events/meetings. Decisionmakers are likely to perceive the resulting scientific knowledge as
salient when relevant policy questions, which they help frame,
inspire science. Scenarios of future conditions and collaborative
processes among scientists and decision-makers can also ensure
the salience and legitimacy in a knowledge system (24).
Posner et al.

Interestingly, local knowledge and institutional capacities are
also important for building support, but with negative coefficients, indicating an inverse relationship with this measure of
impact. This result is due to a few cases where low impact was
achieved despite local knowledge being included and where high
impact was achieved despite low institutional capacities. Scientist
and decision-maker interactions are also important for explaining impact in terms of draft plans and policies that consider ES.
Viewed as a whole, these results indicate that early on in a
science-to-policy cycle, the perception of ES knowledge as legitimate and salient is important to help shape conversations and
raise awareness. Later on in the science-to-policy cycle, the
contextual conditions that are outside of scientists’ control gain
importance. According to these findings, the factors that best
predict the final stages of impact (when a draft or established
policy considers ES) are the degree to which decision-makers
perceive ES knowledge as legitimate, the amount of interaction
between scientists and decision-makers, the institutional capacities in the place where the project occurs, and the use of local
knowledge (Fig. 3 and Table S3). However, there could be interactions among these variables or effects that our analysis did
not uncover because of our sample size and sufficiency of data
across all cases (for example, legitimacy only matters when credibility is high). In addition, in the final stages of a policy process
when a new policy or finance mechanism actually becomes established, there are a multitude of variables at play, including many
not measured here. Details of the individual decision-making
processes, such as whether a specific decision or policy opportunity
Table 3. Relationships between attributes of knowledge and
policy impact
Attribute
Salience
Credibility
Legitimacy

Impact 2

Impact 3

Impact 4a

Impact 4b

2.31 (0.142)
1.16 (0.347)
2.94 (0.092)+

1.94 (0.187)
1.61 (0.240)
3.88 (0.050)*

0.92 (0.424)
1.17 (0.343)
3.37 (0.069)+

1.27 (0.317)
1.57 (0.468)
5.94 (0.016)*

Each element reports the F1,15 value (and corresponding P value) for the
ANOVA results. *P < 0.05; +P < 0.1.
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Fig. 2. Effects of ES knowledge attributes on policy impact. Bars depict mean (±SE) levels of impact based on five-point expert assessment. For each attribute
of knowledge (i.e., salience, credibility, and legitimacy), the 15 cases are divided into low, medium, and high categories for comparison, based on survey
scores. No SE bar indicates one case in that category. **P < 0.01; *P < 0.05; +P < 0.1.
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Fig. 3. Effects of multiple attributes on decision impact. Points and whiskers represent model average coefficients with 95% confidence intervals. Predictor
variables are described in Table S2. The first principal components were used for three groups of highly correlated predictors (Spearman rank correlation
coefficients > 0.80). The resulting variables have a “PC” suffix: interactions PC (interactions in person and by phone/email), represent PC (stakeholder representation and decision-making power), and inst. capacity PC (institutional capacities to measure baseline ES and human activities, monitor changes to ES
and human activities, and implement policy).

but is increasingly well understood and supported as an empirical
approach for research at the intersection of science and policy
(50). Although observer bias remains an issue, the relative differences observed among cases are more robust.
Despite these limitations, our study advances our understanding of enabling conditions and use of ES knowledge and the
elements that lead to an effective science–policy interface (11,
35, 51). Understanding the factors that tend to enhance the
impact of ES knowledge is critical. Unless we consider the relationships that decision-makers have with the products and
process of science, the impact of ES knowledge will be haphazard and will not prevent the continued declines in ecosystems
and biodiversity and the benefits they provide to people.

was driving knowledge creation, account for some of these unobserved explanatory factors.
Although our study illustrates a potentially powerful empirical
approach to these issues, several limitations should be kept in
mind. First, in exploring these relationships, it is difficult to link a
policy change to any specific causal factor, because so many
competing variables influence policy development (36). Studies
with multiple case study comparisons complement our results by
taking into account many of the subtle issues at play within the
context of each unique case (13, 48, 49). Second, a sample of
only 15 cases limits our statistical power and ability to infer
general relationships. In interpreting our results generally, we
also must consider that these cases were selected to undertake
ES projects in part because they were believed to have some enabling conditions for success. Nevertheless, consistent trends observed across several impact measures (e.g., Fig. 2) instill some
confidence in our overarching results. Assembling larger datasets
and measuring impact with a standard framework across researchers
will allow future studies to strengthen confidence in general findings.
Third, expert opinion carries inherent potential for bias and error,
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